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Selectivity

\[ Sel := \frac{|\sigma_{a=42} (R)|}{|R|} \leq 7 \]

High Selectivity: \( \frac{5}{10000} = 0.0005 \)

Low Selectivity: \( \frac{1000}{10000} = 0.1 \)
Medium Selectivity
The “Who Needs Indexes Anyway?” Trap

random access is expensive

↓

disk seek
The "Who Needs Indexes Anyway?" Trap

random access is expensive

sequential access is cheap

=> no need to selectively access data

=> no need for data structures/indexes

=> for any query: just scan the data

(plain wrong!) dangerous
10,000 sec vs 0.05 sec
“But I have all my data in main memory!”
1TB, 10 GB/sec

100 sec

vs

0.00000005 sec
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